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4.1

FROM

RALLY FRI.

THE

Little Theatre

NEWS

at

7:30

With Columbus
Mexican Education

PRICE, 10 CENTS

Better Characters
Albert Einstein Speaks
One Hundred Years Ago
D■_. -,iid Richberg—Powerful
Townaend Old Age Plan
NILS LENNARTSON-

On the night of October 11th, 1492,
Christoi her Columbus saw the light
a the first sign of the New
World- He spoke of it to one of his
men neai by, Pedro Gueterrez.
On July 22nd, 1858, the first Commt of Maine State Seminary
mow Bates CollegeJ was held. The
Salutatory was given in Spanish by a
young nian from Villa Clara, Cuba,
Manuel de J. Gueterrez. Was
ke
scendeat of the man who, at
the side of Columbus, first saw the
light of the New World? For the
. -.
notion that perhaps he was,
indebted to the alertness of
Arthur G. Staples in one of his "Just
Talks" of last week's Lewiston "Sun".

VARSITY DEBATERS OPEN Five Bates Men DR. HAROLD STORM TO BE
SEASON JTUDAY NIGHT Climb Mountain
SPEAKER AT FIRST JOINT
In Raging Gale
Isaacson, Stetson and Muskie Oppose
MEETING OF Y. M.-Y. W.
University Of Vermont Men In
Little Theatre At 8 P. M.

UNEXPECTED DIFFICULTIES
MET WITH ON WASHINGTON

RALLY FRIDAY IN FR0SH WOMEN To Speak On Possible Medical CenLITTLE THEATRE ENTERTAIN ON ter In Arabia
STUNT_ NIGHT

Following the hard snowstorm during the latter part of last week, five
men from Bates ascended Sunday to
the top of Mt. Washington in the face
of a raging gale which reached a
velocity of seventy-five miles per hour.
Where are you going Friday night
CHRISTIAN SERVICE TO
Warren Crockwell '35. Charles PendleIs First Varsity Debate For
ton '36, Robert Coombs.'35, Clarence at seven thirty? Why, of course! We
SERVE SUPPER EARLIER
Isaacson '36
Hebert '35, and Philip Starbird '36 all are going to the big rally held in
Little
Theatre.
That
first
rally
held
were the men who made up the party
Y. M. *nd Y. W. Cabinet To
which left from campus Sunday morn- this year was a great success, and the
The Bates varsity debating season
enthusiasm shown by the students
ing.
Have Personal
opens next Friday night, October 19,
In the Crawford Notch the party met helped the team a lot down there at
at 8.00 P. M. in Little Theater when a Large Number of N. E. ColInterview
The
freshmen
turned
the
tables
FriHarvard.
with a foot and a half snow fall. The
Bates team meets the University of
This second rally will be just as day night. October 12. at the Little
leges To Be Represented
base station was the starting point and
Vermont in a non-decision debate of
Dr. Harold L. Storm will be the
because of the large amount of snow peppy, and we all need practice with Theater, and entertained upper class
the Oregon type. The question to be
they had to walk on the cog wheels the cheers for the game on the follow- women and members of the faculty at guest speaker at the first joint meetRather interesting was the recent discussed is the one nationally adopted
of the railroad bed which goes to the ing day. Cheerleaders "Doc Greenwood the annual Freshmen Stunt Night. At ing for the year of the Y. M. C. A. and
at of General Calles concern- for the high school leagues this yearMrs. Fred C. Mabee, Dr. Ray born
'30 and Howie Buzzel will be up there this time Catherine Condon '35. presi- Y. W. C. A. to be held at Chase Hall
ing Mexican education. He said:
Resolved: That the Federal govern- Zerby of the faculty. Miss Frances summit.
on the platform to start the yells go- dent of the Women's Student Govern- at 7:00 P. M. tonight. Immediately
"We must now enter and take pos- ment should adopt the policy of equal- Hayden and Miss Ruth Rowe of the
ing, and they will help polish up these ment Association, officially welcomed preceding this general assembly, there
Strong; Wind
session of the minds of the young be- izing educational opportunity through- Y. W. C. A. are the delegates to the
yells and cheers that will be used in each freshman and presented the class will be an informal supper and discause they do belong and should be- out the nation by means of annual Student Christian Conference to be
Half way up the Mountain the high the game Saturday.
lnsignias. blue bracelets marked with cussion sponsored by the Christian
long to the Revolution. It is absolutely grants to the several states for public held at East Northfield, Mass., October, wind had blown the tracks clear of
Ed Small has his band all tuned up Bates '38.
Service Club held in the Women's
necessary that we dislodge the enemy elementary and secondary education. 19, 20. 21. No representatives from the snow, and the party was able to climb for the rally and the game. Although
Ruth Coan '36 opened the program Locker Building to which the memfrom the trench where the clergy are
On the Bates team which will up- Y. M. C. A. and Christian Service Club by walking on the railroad ties. It was they will not be able to form the let- and announced the various numbers bers of the Y. M. and Y. W. Cabinets
now. where the conservatives are now hold the affirmative will be Irving have been selected as yet. Delegates at the end of Jacob's Ladder that the ters on the Little Theatre stage, they which included skits and Bates songs have been invited. This supper will
—I refer to education, I refer to the Isaacson '36, who is making his first from all New England Christian or- men met a group of engineers who told will perform them on the field between led by Ellen Bailey.
enable them to meet Dr. Storm perschool."
varsity appearance, but who has had ganizations—church and college alike them the wind had reached a velocity the halves of the game.
Cheney House led off with a sketch sonally.
of seventy-five miles per hour. At times
Besides the band and the cheers at depicting the scene which takes place
considerable junior varsity experience. —are to attend.
The topic of Dr. Storm's lecture will
Something new In education is Ray Stetson '35 and Edmund Muskie
Throughout the nation at present, a when members of the party were not the rally, members of the team will in the home of the average coed just be "A Bates Medical Center in
brought up in the experiment embrac- '36 both with varsity experience will movement for a United Christian Con- on their guard they were practically speak in behalf of the squad, and there before departing for Bates. Chase Arabia?" Dr. Storm is a well known
is a possibility of some original musi- House followed with scenes from doring 5.000 children at Washington, D. C, complete the Bates team. Stetson vention is being discussed. This assem- blown off the tracks.
After two hours and a half of steady cal numbers by students. Members of mitory life called "Chase House News." and well liked speaker on campus,
this year. It is the publicized plan of participated in a debate last year bly at Northfield is to vote whether
many having had the privilege of lisSenator Copeland, attempting to de- against Boston College. Muskie has New England as a whole will form and hard climbing, the party of five the Athletic Council have charge of The Auburn girls became juvenile in tening to his inspiring and informing
velop a more capable, better char- also seen action against Boston Col- this movement. Through the co-opera- men reached the summit and found this affair, but it is up to the student "A School Mam's Trials." Frye Street talk last winter. He is a Medical Misactered child. The keynote of the ex- lege and last year he debated against tion of many organizations, a better the summit house locked. However, body to make it a success.
House deserves special notice for their sionary to Arabia, and carries on his
Remember—rally for the Bates- interpretation of "The Pros and Cons Christian work with the natives of
periment is recognition of the fact the University of Florida when their type of Christian ideals and greater they did find the geologist's hut open
and
containing
some
food.
Here
the
B. U. game in Little Theatre on Fri- of Coed Rules," which had for its set- Arabia through his medical clinics
that the dominant desire of any child debating team visited the Bates service could be developed. The Middle
determines his character. By relating campus. All three of these debaters Atlantic States have been the first to men had to battle hardest with the day night at seven-thirty. Help support ting the "Qual." before and after and treatments. The field of medical
wind,
and
so
hard
did
it
blow
that
they
the team, the cheerleaders, and the Thanksgiving. Milliken House pre- missionary work is one where there
uninteresting subjects to the innate are high ranking men in their classes, experiment with this plan.
The major work of the conference were unable to get the smoke from band.
desires of the child all necessary tools Stetson being an honor student in
sented "Milliken Mimes." A series of is great opportunity and pressing
the
geologist's
fireplace
to
go
out
of
o
will consist in receiving and discussing
scenes representing the names of vari- need, according to Dr. Storm.
of education will be acquired.
History and Government.
the
chimney.
ous members of the faculty. These were
Vermont is sending four men, three reports of preliminary commissions.
Dr. Storm will have a personal and
exceptionally clever and the audience interesting message for everyone and
From the book "The World As I See of whom will meet the Bates team. The assembly will discuss what the orFrozen Hands
ganization
of
the
movement
should
be,
had
no
difficulty
in
guessing
the
names
Carl
Rogers
'35
is
captain-manager
of
it
is hoped that a large number of
If by the mysterious, greying Albert
It took two hours for the climb
of the professors.
students will be present at Chase Hall
Einstein, come the following state- the team, a senior in Agriculture, and the purpose, aim, and the basis of
down, and in leaving the mountain the
Whittier House gave two short skits. tonight ready to listen to his colorful
membership.
(Continued on Page 3)
ments:
Miss Gertrude Rutherford of the men brought away a few souvenirs of
"A History from Bowdoin" and "Cor- and vivid presentation of the situation
"The state of mind which enables
Canadian Student Christian Movement their trip in the way of frozen hands.
rect Introductions." Hacker House over in Arabia.
ISSUE OF THE LITERARY
man to do work of this kind (scienwill be the presiding officer. Dr. Charles Pendleton and Coombs were
gave "The Wedding of the Painted
tific! is akin to that of the religious
WORKSHOP
PRINTS
George Stewart of Stamford, Connecti- the victims of the freezing. At all
Dolls" in which the costumes were
worshipper or lover. The daily effort
"THE AXE"
times during the hike the men had to
cut will adjourn the conference.
especially good. The Lewiston girls
comes from no deliberate intention or
o
wear handkerchiefs over their faces so
gave a pantomine, "Mella Drama." The
program but straight from the heart."
that they could breathe with freedom
At the thirty-second annual Maine
transfer students gave as their part of
A
short-story
by
Glidden
Parker.
"1 have never looked upon ease and
in the strong wind.
the program a skit called "Transfers' Teacher's Convention to be held at
happiness as ends in themselves—on
The Bates men met oniy eigh'. other Bates '35, was published in the second Registration."
Portland October 24. 25 and 26th. two
ol "The Literary Workshop" apan ethical }>;'«»is I consider these ideals
men on their trip. These other hardy issue
The committee in charge of the eve- members of the Bates Faculty and one
recently. The story was titled
ol MI Yftttrior being.—I have never
hikers came from Northeastern, the pearing
Axe" and was one of many out- ning consisted of Ruth Coan '36, Edith member of the Summer School teachbelonged to my country, my family,
WEATHER AGAIN SCORNS
University of New Hampshire, and "The
ing staff are to have a part in the exstanding stories written by Mr. Parker Milliken '36, and Carol Wade "37.
my friends, with my whole heart.—I
BATES OUTDOOR PLANS Vermont.
,
o
tensive program that has been outin the Advanced Composition course
have never lost an obstinate sense of
On this same day four other hikers under
lined.
Prof. Berkleman last year.
detachment, of the need for soltitude
Old Man Weather evidently has a took a trip to Tumbledown but arrived
Thursday afternoon, October 25, Dr.
"The Literary Workshop" is a new
so
late
that
they
were
unable
to
take
Mr. Roy Dudley and his wife, guides grudge against Bates, for this last
Edwin Wright will lecture to the Eng"That a man can take pleasure in and story tellers of the highest order, week-end he broke up the two outing the hike to the top and back. However, magazine dedicted as an organ for
lish Division of the Convention at the
marching In fours to the strains of a were entertained by several members trips and almost dampened the spirits this party, made up of Samuel Fuller student expression. It is published" by
Portland High School on the subject
band is enough to make me despise of the Bates Faculty and the Outing of the New England Geologists who '35, Edward Aldrich '35, Harold Bailey the Writers Laboratory Guild at 28th
titled "Writer's Cramp." On the followStreet,
New
York
City.
From
editorials
Mm. He lias been given his big brain Club Board of Directors at Thorncrag were having their annual conference '36, and Richard Perkins '36, visited
ing afternoon Prof. Samuel F. Harms
by mistake; a backbone was all he Cabin last Wednesday night.
with game warden, Mendall Conant, by the Editorial Board: "Not only does
will be the secretary to a group of
here at Bates.
"The
Literary
Workshop'
strive
to
help
needed."
On Saturday the already-postponed who helped out the Bates men in students win their literary spurs, but
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley are very well
secondary school principals who will
"My rtligious feeling—takes the known to those people who live around Stanton Ride for the Freshmen had to scouting and blazing a section of the
gather in the Assembly room of the
form of a rapturous amazement at the Mt. Katahdin region, and their reputa- be called off for the second time. This Appalachain trail last summer. If the it also aims to be an organ of expresPortland High School for a lecture on
sion
that
will
reveal
the
exact
intellecharmony of natural law, which reveajs tion has spread throughout New Eng- means that plans for the Stanton Ride co-educational trip to Tumbledown is
"Modern Languages."
tual
status
of
the
American
student—
an inflligence of such superiority that land. This genial couple operate a set will have to be discontinued this fall able to be taken next Sunday Mr.
Also on Friday afternoon Prof.
compared with it, all systematic think- of cabins at Mt. Katahdin for use by though there is a possibility that it Conant who knows this section very and thus give character and direction
William L. Vosburgh will lecture to
to
collegiate
thinking."
thoroughly will lead the group up Mt.
ing a id acting of human beings is an those who hike through the adjacent may be held sometime in the spring.
the Mathematics Division on "Status
Mr. Parker's story is one of situation
A large group of eds and co-eds were Tumbledown.
i«-1 .nant reflection--".
of General Mathematics in the High
country and to the summit of the most
rather
than
plot.
It
gives
a
very
real
all ready to leave for a climb up Mt.
School." Prof. Vosburgh is a regular
famous mountain in Maine.
account
of
the
desperate
sensations
An enlarged program of activity in member of the Bates Summer School
During their stay here in Lewiston Tumbledown, butfhe cold weather and
gone
through
by
a
woodlot
worker
in
ndred years ago last week, the
every department of the Outing Club
the snow fall caused the trip to be
the process of becoming "snow- was scheduled for this year as the Faculty and is head of the mathefollowing items made news. Do they the Dudleys were the guests of Mr. and canceled. However, should there be
Mrs. Frank Boucher. At the party supmatics department- here during this
touched."
Such
phrases
as
"The
pinremind one of anything?
Directors met Thursday night to ap- summer session. He is in connection
The Freshman Cross Country team
at Thorncrag they held sway over pleasant and warm weather next Sunpoints
(of
reflected
light)
pricked
his
Webster speaking at a Whig per
prove
the
1934-5
budget.
Beginning
group with their famous "stories" day the trip will go forward as lost its second match of the season eyeballs continually" and "The thing—
with the mathematics department at
convention in New Hampshire, charges the
and recountings of their many and planned. Only a half a foot of snow against Wilton Academy yesterday trembled in his chest like a little mite with an increased number of fall trips, the Boston Teachers College.
Andrev Jackson with destroying the
the
program
calls
for
week
by
week
had
fallen
on
Mt.
Tumbledown
last
afternoon. 26 to 31. Fisher of Bates
experiences.
of a kitten before its eyes are open."
check:, and balances of the Consti- varied
Mr. Dudley gave his little stories in Friday night, was the report of four finished third. Edward Howard turned almost make the reader feel the sensa- events that will include practically graduation.
tution.
students
who
made
a
trip
to
the
base
the entire year.
his ankle early in the face but ran a tion of being "snowtouched."
The trip program has been further
an original and amusing manner that
International debts are subject of characterized him as a true Maine of the mountain Sunday, and late Sun- game race to finish sixth. Friday they
Scheduled for this fall are Mountain enlarged to include a number of canoe
In
a
future
issue
of
the
Workshop
many parliamentary discussions this
trips for each week-end that an incon- trips both for men and women and
day
afternoon
practically
all
this
snow
meet
New
Sharon
here.
Mr. Parker's story will be criticized by siderate weather deity makes pos- separate Mt. Washington trips for the
*eek. United States would like to guide.
Faculty who attended were: Dr. and had melted off. Next Sunday the group
a professor from Marquette University. sible. A series of four open houses two sides of campus. The Winter
eollec! from France.
will
leave
at
eight
o'clock
from
in
Mrs. William H. Sawyer, Jr., Mr. and
Communism can be a menace to In turn a Marquette girl's story has been arranged for the fall and Sports department is considering the
Provinces in Northern Spain are in Mrs. Norman Ross, Prof. Angelo Ber- front of Rand Hall.
capitalism only if capitalism cannot "Empty Stools," also in this issue, will winter to conclude in the final party purchase of additional equipment to
civil war.
tocci Prof. Anders Myhrman. Guests
solve its problem.
have a criticism by Prof. Berkleman of at Thorncrag during Carnival time. provide even more of the student body
"Times" says it tries to were' Mr. and Mrs. Roy Dudley, Mr.
—Dr. Herbert von Beckerath.
Bates.
The first draft for Carnival activity opportunity to take advantage of suitreference to the newspapers of and Mrs. Frank Boucher. Students in
promises a Carnival better and more able snow weather.
Germany, the gagged press, and intri- attendance were, Ruth Frye, Frances
varied than any to date.
"aje politics of the country."
Before adjourning the Directors unHayden, Constance Redstone, Samuel
Novelty programs include an ice- animously adopted a resolution conThe Boston "Advertiser" reports, Fuller. Walter Gay, Harold Bailey.
fishing excursion during the winter, a demning the action of the Athletic
ave lately seen an instance of a Randall Webber, Everett Flanders,
:
spring sugaring-off party at a New Council in dropping Winter Sports,
:i a chaise wantonly running Gordan Jones.
Virginia MacNally, '35, Administers
England farm, the renowned annual on the basis that the comparative
of crossing railroad tracks
Oath of Loyalty to New Members
eaclJ house is asked to come at a dif- fishing trip on Memorial day, and a cost of Winter Sports is not great
■ '• the train of cars approachseries of ski-excursions to Tucker- enough to merit its abandonment and
ing'
ferent time.
Tuesday the sixteenth in Chase Hall
man's Ravine on Mt. Washington that that the interest on campus is suffimarked the thirty-eight initation of
may well continue up to time for cient to demand its maintenance.
Paul Gray '26 who returned from
Ex, • •'ing the President, Donald
the Phil-Hellenic Society. Miss Vir- Stuttgart.
Germany on October 5th. Is
Rich!).. S is the most powerful figure
ginia MacNally administered the oath
Last
Thursday,
Friday,
and
SaturDo
you
write?
Do
you
think
you
can
now visiting with his parents Presiin the •nited States today. As director
write? To whichever category you may of loyalty to thirteen new members. dent and Mrs. Clifton Daggett Gray. day the Maine Conference of social
'he Industrial Policy Committee'it belong, the Garnet, official l>teraO
Undoubtedly the Phfl-hellenic is in- For the past four and a half years Welfare held its twenty-fifth annual
18 n|
s job to see that the various relief magazine of Bates, wants your contrf- creasing its strength each year as the Paul Gray has been vice-consul In meeting in Portland. Prof. Anders
ageiu,
xoTk in harmony.
butTon-be it short story, essay, poetry following list of initiates will reveal: Stuttgart. On November 24 he will Myhrman of the Economics and Sociol■«r -.ichberg was born in Tennessee play, editorial, or whatnot The first Leno Lenzi, Harry Madden. Raymond journey
to South America where he ogy departments was a member of the
«ty-three years ago. He attended issue will definitely come off the press Harwood, Carol Freeman, Summer will act as third secretary of the Lega- executive committee for the Conferi
"Wversity of Chicago and Harvard tne week before Thanksgiving \aca- Libby, Paul Chase, Abraham Carlin. tion at Montevideo, Uruguay.
ence. He also originated the ConferPriscilla
Warren,
Evelyn
Kelser.
LuPreliminary
try-outs
for
the
final
,T**- i"l'liringing in a well-to-do famence theme, "Readjustments in Social
radio debate on. October 26 and the
fon This means that the deadline for
cilla White. George Spenser. Clifford
trials of the varsity and freshman de- first women's debate with Middlebury
and Health Work."
«i,v '"'l leave nim smugly satisfied all material must be November first
bate
squads
are
being
held
tomorrow.
Holden,
and
Christos
Seferalis.
"'"> t!r::igs as he found them. He beon the night previous. In the radio
The complete staff of the Ga, nit to
The question being used is that of
am,, a reformer. He associated with any member of which material may be
To Prof. Chase, the author of the
a Bates team will meet a team
Dr. Rayborn Zerby. Dr. William H.
Museum Beetle Attack Federal aid for education. William debate,
*"°f unions and campaigned LaFoll- given is comprised of the foUowmg. ritual and to the committee of:
from Iowa, champions of the west. On
Sawyer, Jr.. and Prof. Anders MyhrChairman
Alice
Miller.
Clifton
Gray.
Willard
Whitcomb
'37
of
Boston,
Greenwood
'36
and
Isabella
Flemming
35;
November
21, a team from Oxford will
,?*■ He denies Socialism but believes editor-in-chief, Margaret Hoxie
man were three of the eleven reprehut' business exists primarily to serve associate editors, Owen, Dodson '36, Jr., Delia Davis and Isabella Fleming, sentatives from Maine who attended Mass. is spending four hours a week '36 are assisting those who are trying meet a team of Bates women on this
a word of high praise must be exclassifying and fumigating Uncle out. These trials tomorrow will be in campus.
""man beings rather than secure Robert Johnson 36 prl«cllla Heath
the New England Faculty Conference Johnny Stanton's insect collection. The the form of three debates, taking
r .
profits
•36
Nils Lennartson
36, BUaaen tended for the atmosphere created. last week-end at Wellesley, Mass.
Preliminary trials for the debating
display, one of the most complete in place in the afternoon and evening.
Parker '35- assistant editors, Arnold Thelma King and Catherine Condon
squad were held on Friday, October
Gathering Friday night in the these parts, has suffered from neglect
In
the
first
debate
J,
Foster
'38.
R.
0u
in
charge
of
the
collation,
and
Miss
. t of the misery of his fifty-two Kenseth '37, Roger Fredland '36,
Wellesley Inn, the group commenced
'38, and G. Jack '38 will uphold 5 and on Monday, October 8. A large
Wars, grey, gentle Dr. Francis Tpwn- Dorothy Kimball '35. Flora McLean Ruth Fyre. supervisor of the games, work on their theme, "The Function of since the death of Prof. Stanton. A Hamlln
the
afllrmative
while R. Merrill '37, W. group of freshmen and upperclassmen
minute
parasite
known
as
the
museum
deserve
the
fullest
appreciation
send of California, has conceived a ■36. The new business »anf r replacAmid the realism of a Grecian tem- Religion in Modern Life." Throughout beetle has destroyed a good portion of Nelson '38, and B. Qulmby '38 have the took part, each one giving a four
Pla
is
William
ing Walter Norton 6t>,
n for the ending of poverty.
the three day gathering,-reports were of the collection.
negative. In the second debate J. minute speech On some controversial
ple devoted to worship of Ow -eyed given,
and many special discussions
"e would pension off, at $200 per Metz '36.
Athena, the initiates in hushed silence
Ciardi '38, J. Smith '38, and G. Wil- subject. As a result, the following have
Whitcomb
has
studied
insects
for
month, everyone who had reached the
iwssed through the haze of sacrificial were held. Dr. Zerby was the secretary the past seven years and has recently liams '38 will meet R. Gould '38, C. been chosen for the final trials on
e
** of 60, provided Ae or site had led
taceute thehr way lighted by the g tan- of his group and gave the complete re- taken a Harvard extension course. One Mazzarilla '38, and C. Wakefield '38. Thursday, October 18, to be held in
incense uiei
.,
Before the altar port of it to the whole assembly at a of the prize exhibits of his own large And in the third A. Beverage '37, J. Room 1, Hathorn Hall In groups as
f' "Pright life. This provision is to
"•scourage crime in youth. Pensioners
an alllgTan/e was affirmed to the Phil- later time.
collection is a rare wood moth which Carter '36, and A. Kenseth '37 will posted on the bulletin board: Roger
*°uld be allowed to do no work. This
HeUenic Perpetuation of -Grecian
has a winj spread of seven and three- debate against R. Fredland '36, P. Fredland '36, James Carter '36, Robert
*°uld open eight million jobs, TownYork '37, Arnold Kenseth '37, Albion
in view of the unfavorable attitude
eights inches.
Stewart '38, and R. York '37.
send claims. Doles must be spent in „f the large number of the Student ' The close of the office was no less
Beverage '37 Ruth Merrill '37, James
[ne United States within 30 days—two Ftody toward the action of the Athletic Imm-essive. As the members sing the
The Student Government Board is
Foster '38. Ruth Hamlin '38, Grace
Last
Thursday
two
Bates
debating
Jack '38, Wesley Nelson '38, Elizabeth
""lion dollars put into circulation round? in withdrawing its financial Grecian National Hymn, the initiates giving a tea Sunday. October 21st. in
y
Another recognition of the excel- teams gave an exhibition debate at the Quimby '38. John Ciardi '38, John
* ery month. Trade would boom. The
™t from the Winter Sports Pro- light their candles from a flame which Rand Hall Reception Room. The tea
>oung would be free from worry for ,aPm the Student Council wishes to to them symbolizes Knowledge.
will take the place of supper, and lence of the Bates French Department State Teacher's Convention in Man- Smith '38, Gordon Williams '38, Richlft
h
S
l
e future: the old would have ease fuggest tha t the Athletic Council reSobriety, solemnity and then hilar- every one who eats in the dining room was made last June, it was recently chester, New Hahpshlre. Those taking ard Gould '38, Carl Mazzarilla '38,
"id plenty.
ity! On a minute's notice several of is invited. Faculty members have learned, when the French Government part were Joyce Foster "35, Priscilla Charles Wakefield '38, Paul Stewart
The expense would be paid by a 10% -^apprlcta^uie situation tha,the these.initiates were unhappily obliged been asked to pour, and members of gave a collection of books to the col- Heath '36 on the affirmative, and '38.
sales tax (low on necessities, high on Athletic* Council must face but in view to become finished raphsodists. But the- Student Government Board are lege. These books were awarded to Dorothy Martin '36 and Lawrence
The subject to be used in the final
''■xurieg). From his Miami beach of- of the benefits that can b►***■£ £ to their embarassment, they learned serving. It is planned to exhibit some Pauline Jones and Helen Shorey, both Floyd '37 on the negative.
trials is that' of federal aid for educaof
the
class
of
1934
because
of
their
"ce, Dr. Townsend has organized 644
of
the
talent
of
the
Freshman
class
in
tion, the same question which is to be
■—— that only the members of long stand- the "music to be played at the tea. To outstanding work in French for last
Jownsend clubs and obtained'some many students, we bMjJHL
Coming debates which will be of discussed in the debate with Vermont
all possible or Practi°aD,ie Win- ing could possibly recite long stanzas avoid crowding of "the Reception Boom year.
interest
are
the
national
east-west
nve million signatures on petitions to at
source may be found to continue Win from Homer and Herlod!
on Friday evening.
ha
ve Congress vote the "Plan" at ter Sports Program.
once.

PROF. CARROLL TO
ACT AS CHAIRMAN

Bates Delegates
To Attend Student
Conference

Stu. G. Bestows Class
Insignia

At Northfield

Parker Has Short'
Story Published

„
Portland Convention

MT. KATAHDIN
GUIDES HERE Cancel

Faculty Finds Dudleys
Story Tellers Of
Highest Rank

Stanton Ride
And Tumbledown Trip

Bates Outing
Club To Have
Large Program
Additional Trips and
Activities Will
Be Included

Wilton Academy—Bates

PHILHELLENIC"
HAS INITIATION

GARNET EDITOR
SEEKS MATERIAL

OailiipTULS

.Dricii

Paul Gray At Home

Welfare Conference

Debating News

Faculty At Conference

STUDENT COUNCIL
ON WINTER SPORTS

Student Gov't. Tea

French Department

ft
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gram leaves a gaping void in our
winter sport panorama."
Edward Aldrich '35.

D. V. Taylor, '35, Tells Of Trip Abro

ad

MRC0LIEC1
MEW5

"Winter sports make for variety in
the winter athletic schedule, and
should not be dropped unless absotrip was following an iceDayton V. Taylor. '35 and a half, has
lutely necessary."
after much persuasion, "J2***" weaker, cutting ice ^QSSt
John LaRochelle 37.
desert his habitual B*^""
The Inquiring Reporter has been
fOT^o^ysy^ studied £
By ROSIE M. GALLINARI
"Not unless absolutely necessary; long enough to give us a few• distinct. y
revived in the attempt to determine
school
system
here.
He_caiwn
but
then,
a
budget
hangs
in
the
balstudent opinion on the matter of Winmodern and claims that every
STUDENT STAFF 1934-35
A Boston University editorial Dr.
., .„_
Editor In Chief ter Sports. The attempt was made to ance."
sound educational theory is imm
Arnold Kenseth 37.
sents the following as the duty 0f
John N Dorlty, '83 •
•
Manaiinf Editor be impartial and representative. The
Bond M. Perry, '33 (Tel. 1149-W)
.
■
'_.. i,„P.nn '•»
put into practice.
college student: "Life means mow
^ part o tondoiruniversity Day- atelv
Frances Isaacson. '37, Harold McLann,
si
>-,«•» Editor following answers were made to this
From there to Moscow whicl was than mere existing. College should
"Its benefits are inclined to extend on visaed ten European countr.es
M.in.hi «. Bailey. '36 (Tel. 83364)
Women's Editor question: Do you think that the prozero
sweltering
under
a
25
below
Dorothy J. Klmball. '35 (Tel. 4540)
intercollegiate Editor posed dropping of Winter Sports by only to those competing, unlike track
His itinerary began^ with .Jans. temperature. There Dayton visited the mean more than mere studying. .
K...I.
M ^.UnarL'33 «T-i.»M)
.... - ; ^SStZSi 3C the
and hockey, so it seems the first logicollege education today is useless »
Athletic Council is desirable?
Nlurgui-i i Hoxie. 3o (Tel. 2540)
which
he classifies
and saw there the most val it aims for booklearning and misses
cal sport to suffer, if the budgetjnust
no direct con- Kremlin
REPORTERS
interesting.
It
affords
liable
collection
of
wealth
in
tne
No, I think that the dropping of be cut."
is definitely more valuable: »
tacts with French life The women do world-rare jewels worth fabulous what
r.ri \cltliVon IB Stowell Ware, '35. Louise Williams. '33, Thehua King. '33 B''"'„ winter sports is undesirable. HowWilliam Hamilton 37.
education. Life Itself j8
fi'J'U'-r°?,', '/ .'.in- Sir niser, '33. KoKer Kredland. '3G, Kuth Howe, '30. (iale Freeman. ever, I do not believe that the Athnot dressT as smartly as
— the American sums He went to the Winter Palace, liberal
liberal education. Every studi ni should
»}« I.n'rnihv SUi 1' s '3G Bernlce Dean. '30. Edmund Muskle. '36, Clark Noves, 3,,
en.
And
the
French
merchants
the
museum
of
the
Revolution
and
women.
And
the
F™?*™"^^
rLr«. seouffaa '37 William Karles, :I7. Wllford Symonds. '37. William Met*. 3.. letic Association should be blamed for
"If we had a schedule sufficient to
.they
wHhn^to takers that of modernistic paintings; saw live his life to the fullest. ThP ,0neg
ey are very wil
Arnc/ld Kense.T' '37.' Lincoln Palmer. '37. Elisabeth Btockwell. '37. Ser,nush Jaffarian, this move, for if Bates cannot sup- warrant a varsity team, we should
,,ose th|j
much
as
they
can
get.
But the Louvre the Red Square. The Imposing Lenin man and college woman
'37. Ruth Merrill, '37.
port an adequate winter sports pro- have good material to draw on from
of Memorial left a lasting impression greater part of the worlds thinkin,
SPORTS STAFF
gram it is an indication that athletics last year's squad. But without a was fascinating, and the beauty the
Potentially, al
Robert E. Sannders, '36. Editor
upon him. Because the Russian state population.
be established as a regular de- schedule worth working for, it would the famous Venus de Milo and
Boston University today
'35. Edward Ciirlin. '3fi, Milton Glaser, '36. Leslie Hutchlnson. '36. should
Victory
of
Samothrace
won
Dayton
s
Edward Winston
has
the
monopoly
of
the
cinema
no
partment
of
the
college,
as
is
the
case
be better to turn the funds over to most enthusiastic admiration.
"beVlaln '37, Peter Duncan, '37, Bernard Marcus, '37.
George Chainb
tourists are allowed to take snapshots. more than 12,000 students ,vho cerat Bowdoin. It is unfortunate that the the Outing Club."
and
London
was
most
interesting,
the
DEBATE STAFF
Therefore Dayton took especial pleas- tainly are capable of thinking
athletic program has to be dependent
Paul Tubbs '36.
,:,| make
Damon M. Stetson. '36. Editor
English people very hospitable, but ure in conceiving crafty ways of well directed action. Thej
upon
gate
receipts,
and
I
see
no
reaGordon Jones. '33, Margaret Perkins. 3o.
this thought and progress^
,, niore
son why the students interested in
"Shouldn't be done. It's depriving "greatly impressed with their own "shooting" everything of interest. than individual. They could ro-ope
r.
liftle Uland." At the University Dayt Harno Marx was registered at the
BUSINESS BOARD
skiing and snow shoeing should be too many people of pleasure."
Advertising- Manuger forced to suffer because of a depleted
studied Shakespeare, the English hotel where he stayed while In ate, apply their concerted abilities
Barney Marcus '37.
.lames W. Oliver. '35
Business Manager
and
thus
forge
a
better
world
and
life
novel. Modern Political Theory, and Moscow.
K Ph
treasury.
'"
S£ra2at%e, irburn A W.T. Robert York '37, Francis Clark '37
for themselves and others.''
There is a possible cure for the sit"Heartily in favor of keeping varsity other courses. After the night-marten
Respects Socialism
seven-forty classes here at Bates (one
uation, and that is to establish basket- winter sports."
ofthose lovely Bates traditions by
R3 <HHK"D
Life is like
In three weeks
among the R««»tan8
ball. Undoubtedly the profits from the
Robert Kramer '35.
.:
J «.!=
his eueniciol
suspicions: as
as to
to
the way) he found the ten o clock Dayton confirmed
hoop sport would easily provide for
a present from an
and
class with which the English student his own socialistic sentiments
We hesitate
a winter sports team.
"Why be backward in the realm of
his day strangely deUs&tfU- carried away with him a great respect
and yet we know we
iiiVtte^of'rlhepoit'omce at Lewlston. Maine.
Bond II. Perry "35.
winter sports as well as in basket- starts
And the English tea habit could stand for the Soviet government, AH OI
refuse the thing—
MEMBER
ball?"
transplanting to these shores Oxford which is very fortunate, for we needs
and so we kiss her
Howard Buzzell '36.
Associated goUcfliatt frrtss
The Outing Club disapproves of the
and Cambridge with lnits beautiful must carry on our old Bates tradition
meekly on the cheek,
Athletic
Council's
action
in
dropping
in
every
quadrangles, were very jpressive
-1034 (EoBerifllf JWst WISCOSSM
"935 ^
of one Socialist, at least,
altho' we'd rather
of Winter Sports. They feel the comTo
Mr
Taylor,
Stratford-on-Avon
"With future football guarantees
leave the room and - ::ek
parative cost with that of other var- looming, winter sports should get a was a bit discouraging. Shakespeare's class.
travelled
to
From Russia Dayton
out hates of aunts
sity teams does not merit its being break."
abode is like that of a hundred other Warsaw Poland, then to Berlin, Gerand gifts of life.
dropped.
Edward Murphy '37.
Englishmen, and the theatre, designed many. This city resembles an Ameri"Mass. Collegian."
Furthermore, the Outing Club will
by an American, is an architectural can metropolis more closely than any
not support a Winter Sports Team.
econsilaeraiJons l
monstrosity—in
Dayt's
opinion.
other
European
city.
The
"Vateriand
,
"If it was found by the Athletic
you know that eighty-eight ot
Samuel T. Fuller '35,
a very marvelous nite-club in Berlin, theDid one
Council that Winter Sports was prachundred and ninety-two
Pres. of the B. O. C.
Dog Causes Trouble
offers
the
best
amusement
on
the
ticable, I would favor its retention."
Rhodes scholars in 1933 were from the
continent,
and
the
German
people
are
A
bit
of
narrative
in
which
Mr.
M.
Lindholm
'35.
United States?
THE RECENT ARCTIC WEATHER seems to have precipiI would regret very much to see
Taylor takes great delight. ... At very delightful. It would appear that
tated something else besides snow. One could hardly describe Winter Sports discontinued when
the
Caledonian
Market
one
day.
being
Dayton
had
a
gay
time
in
Germany.
The proposed dropping of Winter
In the good old classes wei opened
By motor thru the Austrian Alps to
the present discussion of Winter Sports as "raging" on campus. there are so many that received carry- Sports by the Athletic Association is bargain-minded and somewhat dogvalues from these sports. I
with prayers—now we pray for them
minded
at
the
same
time.
Dayton
Vienna,
described
as
"very
interestBut certainly a large part of those who are fond of sports do over
think its lasting values merit its con- an action which has come about bought a cocky little wire-haired ing, very degenerate, having marvel- to close.
have a well defined attitude towards the proposed action of the Ath- tinuance as part of the physical edu- through a desperate attempt to bal- Scotch terrier, which after a sound
Some physical good may bi ibtained
ous shops."
ance their budget. Why should Winin attending college in that it gives
letic Council. Incidentally, just why should the Director of Athletics cation program.
scrub
in
the
hotel
bath-tub.
seemed
ter Sports whose home can be only the height of dogdom. Yet said frisky
Venice Under Snow
Walter Gay '35.
to some fortunate ones higher standcall it "proposed" when they have practically, if not nominally,
in these northern regions and which
Dayton found that romantic city of ing. According to Dr. Harold S. Diehl
pup
immediately
proceeded
to
bite
dropped it by failing to appropriate funds for its maintenance. This
"I am fully In favor of keeping up offers healthful exercise and all kinds one man, nip two children, assault one Venice under fourteen inches of snow. of the University of Minnesota, college
of personal pleasure not only now but ladv's fur-piece and savagely tear it He rode from the station to the hotel men and college women are on the
issue of the Student has a good deal of space devoted to the discus- Winter Sports."
for years to come take the brunt of
Donald Gautier '36.
in a gondola and "almost froze". He
taller than those who do not
sion because we feel that the sentiment of the campus should be as
this seemingly thoughtless onslaught. to "bits and bits". Whereupon the avers that the Venetian gondoliers average
attend
an
institution of higher learnowner
was
in
a
quandary.
What
should
generally known as possible.
Winter Sports may be maintained
"I am in favor of Winter Sports."
with one oar are more efficient in their
There's another big
.son for
at a very small cost. Even if it does he do with the animal? With light- transportation than any woman mo- ing.
Stanton Sherman '36.
going
to
college.
Certainly the majority opinion is that the failure of a.college so
take perhaps five more years or so to ning-like rapidity the solution to the torist.
problem suddenly occurred to him.
situated as Bates to support a Winter Sports program is something
"I believe Winter Sports ought to make up the deficit caused by the He presented the little terror (typoThe Christmas season was spent in
Rather previous to Halloween hutof a paradox. Attempting to find a mean between the mild winters be retained, as last year's enthusiasm, new baseball field, why not? Isn't it graphical error, terrier) to his best Rome, which Dayton feels is the most
Black Cat
said that credit must be expanded
if
not
success,
was
sufficient."
city of all. He was deeply
that the natives maintain are common here and the terrible weather
The night is wild, and black, and
and not contracted? It is not going friend, with his blessings, and left fascinating
Nils Lennartson '36.
impressed
with
the
abundance
of
beaueerie.
that otit-of-state disparagers report we find that Bates normally does
too far in saying, either, that no com- town.
bicycle he started for Scotland, tiful flowers there. On Christmas Eve Behind an inky sky the moon is hid.
have sufficient snow to warrant a team of Winter Sports men. Mr.
"I think we should have a Winter parison can be found among the other butViabeing
he
-attended
mid-nite
mass
at
St.
no very expert pedlar, Daydevil wind is lashing naked trees
Dow has rather picturesquely described this phase of the question. Sports Team as those who cannot get non-paying sports such as baseball, ton soon grew weary. He sold the Peter's, where he heard some very The
their letter in football or other var- hockey, and track as to the small ex- bicycle and "bummed" the rest of the wonderful music. The catacombs, the Into a dance unholy.
out of the black comes the long
But fundamentally the question is whether or not the Council sity sports should be given a chance pense and great benefits derived. The way. He played the famous St. Vatican, the Forum, and the Coliseum And tortured
wail
powers that be contend there is no
to
show
their
wares
at
this
sport."
were
all
interesting
and
the
latter
can support the winter activity with funds. To do away with the
interest. In fact it has been stated by Andrew's golf course, which he terms very beautiful. Contrary to most tour- Of a cat. . . .
Charles Gore '37.
deficit resulting from the construction of the new baseball diamond
good authority that it was claimed at less difficult than many American ists and critics, Dayton liked the
and visited Edinburgh Unithe Council has been forced to curtail activities in most its depart"I do not at all favor the dropping a certain meeting that only six men courses,
A Pilfered Paragraph
Victor Emanuel memorial.
.
were out for Winter Sports last year. versity.
ments. Undoubtedly they know best the limitations of their funds. of Winter Sports."
The wonder and beauty of SwitzerIt
is
rather
interesting
when
yon
con"Tests
and quizzes are for the menNorman Wight '37.
Russia Arouses Sympathy
land excited his admiration. He tally lazy—and make them lazier. A
However, whether or not they have the privilege of exacting a fee
sider the fact that at least eleven
stopped
at
Geneva
to
visit
points
of
Dayton
left
England
for
Russia
the
from the students then deprive' a group of them from the sport which
men took part in the meet last year,
for facts, not an intellect,
"NO."
then travelled back to Paris, receptacle
not counting those ineligible and twenty-third of November. The Rus- interest,
is developed. Lessons, coupes, sad
Edward Curtin '36.
they prefer in order that equipment may be had for another sport,
to
London,
to
Plymouth,
and
home
on
sian
transportation
service
he
terms
those not quite good enough to comsemesters are only annoying i\w\s««w.
that is a matter which the student will question.
as the most efficient of them all. A the He de France, with Harpo Marx imposed by pedants on rrtrtWous
"The little interest that has been pete." I should suggest that those who "smart storm" was encountered in the and Maurice Chevalier on board.
interested in prolonging this fine
plodders. Time is divided, and life
We have confidence enough in the Council to feel that their shown does not seem to warrant its are
sport and helping it to the prominence
mapped out. The student ha- only to
continuance as a varsity sport."
the
three
sports
which
have
actual
"It
seems
a
shame
to
cut
out
the
decisions will be made according to their best judgments, as fair as
which it had a few years back and incentive for outdoor excercise."
Benjamin Dimlich '35.
carry-over value after graduation. Yet fit himself into his schedule and stile
which it is beginning to hold at Maine,
possible. But we feel that in this matter they are showing discriminaLarry Johnson '37.
they are the three sports here which all individuality. He calls the classand New Hampshire,
tion that is unnecessary. In addition we understand that the matter
receive the least attention. It ath- room a bore. It is. If a student memo"As it has been run, it should be Dartmouth,
should rally round and show the A. A.
"The sport has not been previously letics are to be conducted on the basis rizes the facts of history, phi sophj,
has been misrepresented to them. A more careful examination of the abolished. A sport can't survive that how misinformed they are.
conducted in such a manner as to at- of the most good for the most people, etc.. and returns them like a parrot, at
supported by the A. A. and the
facts will, perhaps, convince them that the support which Winter isn't
Charles Paige '35.
student body."
tract the better athletes; the small- winter sports should certainly be re- the end of four years, accumulating a
Sports has had plus some attempt on the Council's part to prepare
certain number of credits, etc., he is
ness of the schedule has prevented its tained."
Robert Fish '36.
ready to face the world—a Pachelor
an adequate program would justify the continuance of the activity
"To drop winter sports from a col- really arousing student interest and
K. Gordon Jones '35.
of Arts. The classroom is too often
"The expense to the A. A. is incon- lege in the heart of Maine can be sympathy. Unless the previous policy
on the sports calendar.
siderable, not enough to warrant paralleled to discarding a Bible from could be changed, it does not seem so
"It's a pity to do away with a sport not the birthplace of curiosity, but its
dropping the sport."
a Sunday School class. I'd sooner see important whether the sport retains which retains its value after college, tomb."
1
o
Robert Anicetti '35.
them serving highballs at the annual varsity standing."
but its expense may warrant its disconvention of the Lewiston W. C.
Howard Norman '35.
continuance, if the budget must be
Experts are people who know more
"I feel very strongly that the drop- T. U."
curtailed."
and more about less and less
Joy Dow '35.
pingof winter sports from our pro"Winter sports, tennis, and golf are
Douglas Brown '37.
—Senator King of ["tan.

KVSfiSSE*8

R
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T WOULD BE something of an insult to the college student's
sense of the aesthetic to fail to mention the unusual beauty of
our Fall .days. The foliage of trees touched by Autumn frosts is
remarkably striking. The recent snowfall added the note of contrast which was almost sufficient justification for the discomfort
which the cold caused. Those who were fortunate enough to be able
to go out into the countryside this past week-end were rewarded
with sights of warm color that will tide them over a long while
during the coming winter.

ger Rough Cut

I

T

The brilliant scarlets, oranges, reds and yellow as they flash by
the speeding auto cannot help but rouse some appreciation of a beautiful tree-life that is nearing completion. The view of Mt. Washington from Mt David was one which all ought to have seen. The
majestic mass, white with early snow in the hazy blue of the distance,
impressed one with the immensity and grandeur of our earth. Unfortunately the "young ladies" were not permitted to view this magnificence.Tt does seem that the campus policeman could include this
most beautiful spot on campus in his Sabbath beat. As a spot for
rest and recreation Mt. David is an advantage few colleges have.

I'm gladI live in a country
where a dii
time is money

-and where I can get
good pipe tob acco
17

Tlie JDroaclening Scene

I

RECEXT years have seen a shifting of the factors on campus.
Not only in our own group, but in nearly every college there
has been a shift in the importance and influence of old and
established organizations. That movement has seen the rise
of political groups and an increased interest in social problems. The
college Y. M. C. A. has been a part of this movement and has tried
to adapt itself to the "changing scene."
On our own campus the "Y" has undergone a good deal of criticism. But it is adapting itself to the situation. The program for the
season is one of a broad and broadening type. In the attempt to fit
into and fill the needs of the students the Y. M, and the Y. W. have
built up a program that offers much. We feel that as soon as the
significance of the programs prepared becomes appreciated the support which the "Y" will get will be spontaneous and strong.
The first important feature of the year's activities is the presentation of a professional medical man to the campus. Dr. Storm who
spent many years of practice in the Arabian desert has had many
most unusual experiences. Tonight will be a most out-of-the-ordinary
occasion at which to gain first-hand information of the development
of our-most respected profession in another country which is usually
termed backward. Failure to take advantage of these opportunities
not only leaves us as narrow as we were before, but in addition is an
indication of our intention to remain uninformed. There is much to
gain by attendance at these meetings.

THE tobacco which we
believe is best suited
for pipes is used in making
Granger Rough Cut.
It is made by the Wellman
Process, and we believe that
it will compare favorably
with higher priced tobaccos.

...ma
common - sense
package — 10c

We wish, in some way, we
could get every man who smokes
a pipe to just try Granger.

the pipe tobacco that's MILD
the pipe tobacco thafs COOL
11934. LIGGSTT tc Mnu TOBACCO CO.

—jo/is seem to Me H

LIGGETT

& MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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England Geologists
Hold Annual Meeting

J

^>tubent

DR. FISHER
PLAYS HOST

anti tije

»orlb

Varsity Debaters Open
Season Friday Night

a member of the Cross-country team.
number of Freshmen were present, and
Frank Hale '36, a student in the colElections To Phi Sigma Iota
It hoped that a like number of new
lege of Engineering, secretary of TKA.
The Kappa Chapter of Phi Sigma members will attend the meeting Friand assistant manager of debating, is Iota, the national society for students day night. All newcomers will be asked
the second member of the Vermont who excel in Romance languages, has to sign membership cards at the meetquartet. The third member is Fred designated the follow"* *■*»*«■ ing. At the first meeting Dr. William
Timmerman 37. captain of his Fresh- eligible for membership.
"■*»£ Whitehorne was voted honorary and
man debating team, and a reporter on Baratterio, Isaphene Dolloff E zabet charter member of the Bates club.
the Vermont Cynic. And the fourth Doolittle. Gladys Gillings, Ruth Oaua
Vermont debater is Robert Saxby '37 win Reatrice Grover, Carolyn Jerard,
Cabin Parties
who was a member of his freshman E wood^ Lake Isabelle Minard, Constance Redstone. Arietta Redlon V.rdebating team.
Constance Redstone, Director of
Professor J. Murray Carroll is to act Kn a Scales, Dorothy Shields. Mur.e Cabins for the Women, will start the
as chairman and Carleton Mabee "36 Underwood. Dorothy Wheeler, and first of a series of model cabin Parties
is managing the debate and making all Ruth Wight. The society, this yeai for the Freshmen women this Thursarrangements for it.
under the leadership of Prof. Blanche day night. All these parties are to be
The Oregon style of debate is par- T Gilbert, plans as its program for held at Thorncrag and there will be a
ticularly interesting as it is based on the year the study of the countries total of twenty-five. Games will be
courtroom procedure. Irving Isaacson whose languages it represents, France. played at these parties, supper served,
will present a fifteen minute main Spain, and Italy.
and the newcomers will be taught bow
DR. FISHER
speech for the affirmative, followed by
to properly plan and conduct such a
the
main
speech
for
the
negative.
Keeping the same two parties, the
Camera
Club
'^Frances Hayden '35 and Margaret
geologists set out Saturday morning to Then Isaacson is submitted to a twelve
The Bates Camera Club will hold its
make further investigations.
The minute cross-examination by the law- second meeting of the year in Carnegie Perkins are to be the chaperones while
structural party went to Hedge Hog yer for the negative, following which Science Hall Friday night at seven Ruth Jellison. Junior member of the
Hill to study the rocks there. The vi- Ray Stetson cross-examines the Ver- P H At this time Fred Smyth 36, Outing club, will assist Contsance Redcinity of Pleasant Hill cemetery was mont witness. Finally Edmund Muskie president of the club, will give a dem- stone. Freshmen girls, from Cheney
next visited and an outcrop of rock and the third member of the negative onstration of developing and printing and Whittier Houses are the special
was examined. After a visit to Needs presents the summaries and pleas for of films. At the first meeting a large guests at this first party.
Hill the investigators were joined by their respective cases.
The question of federal aid for eduthe other party at the foot of South
cation is being use* in the Bates inSabbatus and lunched at Thorncrag.
T»
1X7 /^T \X)V Registered Drugpst
The other party went down the op- terscholastic debating league this year
Y^t W. V>l_^^VA^-"- Pure Drugs and Med.craes
posite side of the Androscoggin River and a'l members have been invited.
to visit several sand and gravel pits As this is the first debate of the year,
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
of glacial origin, carved sediments, there is also considerable interest on
and eskers. Traveling through the campus in this debate, especially by
Corner Bates and Main Streets
LEWISTON. MAINE
valley of the Sabbatus River, the mem- the sophomore argumentation classes.
bers of the party examined the flood Consequently a large attendance is
plane, Kane, and till terraces after expected.
which they met the structural party.

... annual High School Play Day,
T
adverse weather conditions,
desP>te ' verv successfully Saturday,
orl
*ent
. m,der the direction of ConOct"ber, ;:,'i,tone '36. Fifty-four girls
stanCe
A. F. OF L. CHANGES POLICY
M rounding high schools with
,roin
f their coaches participated in
ten
ff, ■ The program was as folGroup Visits One Of Largest
The American Federation of Labor
this a'1'1''Kettle Holes in United
has
just
completed
one
of
the
most
W*% in .(-45—Tour of campus
eventful conventions in the history of
States At Gray
q:45.iu:00—Registration
•:,„,,l:45-Cames at Locker the organization. Since its origin in
lf>86
the
A.
F.
of
L.
has
always
stood
Building
Dispite the bad weather, over fifty
for the upper class of the workers. A
,1-45-12:15—Showers and rest man had to be a skilled artisan in New England Intercollegiate Field
period
order to belong to the A. F. of L. They Geologists successfully conducted their
,o ,,. 1:00—Lunch at Rand Gym controlled this by means of the Na- annual meeting here at Bates last
l-OO- i; 45—Demonstrations and
Friday and Saturday. Dr. Lloyd W.
stunts and tum- tional Unions which were permitted to Fisher, head of the department of
belong to it. This system worked well
bling
for a long time and the Federation be- Geology, took general charge of the
,.;-. 3-uo—Skill tests in the came the most powerful union in the affair and aided by Prof. Edward H.
Cage
country, having a membership of Perkins of Colby supervised the vari;:: 30—Good-bye Party in about four million workers all organ- ous field trips taken by the group
Rand Gym
ized on a narrow craft basis. This around Lewiston and vicinity.
The geologists began their two day
n-rothv Wheeler '36 had charge of membership peak was reached in 1922,
,''.,,,./- HI the morning; Helen Dean from that time until the N. R. A. came convention on Friday morning with a
?e t*>k care of the food; Ruth Webber into existence there has been a con- trip to Mechanic Falls Quarry where
2! managed the skill tests; Sally tinual decline in membership. Under they examined the feldspar crystals,
an,he9 '35 was in charge of hospital- the incentive of Section 7a of the N. trap dikes, and intrusions of pegg
Vii'i Margaret Melcher '37 had R. A. the membership rose slightly matite. From there the group went to
ity;
the Good-bye Party. A above the former high record of 1922, Keith Quarry on the west side of
charge
Mt. Appatite and to Franklin Quarry0, ,(.„ior girls, under the direc- thus registering the greatest advance
where various geological features of
tion of Jean Murray '35, demonstrated in the history of the union.
the ground were studied
=rnntj and tumbling.
Since the interception of the maStudy Glacial Features
T|„. , .mplete list of student coaches chines and mass production methods,
Weather Spoils Trip
On Friday afternoon the group broke
for 1931'-935 has just been announced: the Federation has been confronted
Because
of the weather conditions,
Archery-Fa" season
with two serious problems. The first into two parties, one to investigate the
group was forced to abandon the
Virginia McNally was the question of juridictional dis- rock structure and minerals, the other the
original
plans
for the afternoon trip
spring season Doris Maxim putes. These are concerned with the to study the glacial features. The first and make two different trips. They
Arcl
party,
led
by
Dr.
Fisher
went
to
Mt.
work over which two or more member
visited Topham Quarry, which has bewin"; Sports
.... Betty Hobbs unions are in conflict. This problem Appatite where all the features were come prominent due to the finding of
examined
and
a
few
specimens
found.
;'"',Jean Murray arises from the narrow craft basis of
topaz, a form of gem stone. Study was
SSUiill
Rosie Gallinari the unions and the majority of the dis- The party continued its trip to the made of Biotite and Miscovite, and
rapids
of
the
Androscoggin
River
to
£ML-F*H season
Betty Fosdick putes have come from the newer
some Microlite was found. Some of
Tennis Spring season
Carol Blake unions which are organized on a mass see the pothole erosion and trap dikes the geologists, led by Prof. Perkins
The
members
of
the
party
next
visited
Don't forget to change these two production basis. The second and more
took a trip through Waterville to exl-tea on your W. A. A. calendars: — vital problem is one of organization. the Lewiston City Quarry which has amine glacial features along the Ausixteen
trap
dikes.
To
conclude
the
STfootball tea is Saturday, Novem- This arises out of the question as to
gusta road.
ber J; and the banquet is Tuesday, whether the Federation can maintain dav's trip the party went to the vicinThe weather of Maine seems to be
ity
of
the
Wiseman
Farms
to
see
exits present high membership by reunfavorable to the visiting geologists.
January 15.
amples
of
folding.
This
is
the
only
\RCI1KRY—a class for seniors is maining on the cra't basis of organi- place in Wis section of "the country Both times that they came here there
beins planned for Wednesday at 4:30. zation or whether it will have to re- where these features are fount.. The has been snow or rain.
The A. A. period will come Friday s at verse its policy and admit unions second party led by Dr. Perkins went
which are organized on an industrial
4:30.
down to the Androscoggin River where
basis.
they saw Kane topgraphy. eskers, and
Both of these questions have been one of the largest kettle holes in the
dealt with at this convention and the United States located at North Gray.
HATS
SHOES
Federation has decided to recognize
FURNISHINGS
President Gray Welcomes
the industrial type of union. The convention ordered issuance of charters to
A meeting of the geologists under
industrial unions in the automotive, the direction of Dr. Fisher was held
For College Men with
cement, and aluminum industries; in in the geology room in Carnegie
Smart Ideas
addition, the enlarged executive coun- science hall where the day's investigacil of the Federation is instructed to tions were discussed. President Clifton
charter unions of the same type in Daggett Gray welcomed the visitors
other mass production industries at to hospitality of Bates College. After
will. It also ruled that the present the discussion the group returned to
craft lines would remain in those infourth floor laboratories to exThe u.llowing letter was received dustries which have not been greatly the
Auburn, Maine
by us in Monday's mail. We reprint affected by the machine age; such as, amine the mineral displays. Following
this, refreshments were served.
it in full.
the Allied printing trades, the building
Cheer Leaders
trades, or the eighteen standard orRates College
ganizations in the railway industry
LeTOton, Maine
Thus the question of jurisdictional
Wta not cut out that "Hit em high, disputes has also been taken care of
Ml em low, etc." yell It's not on y along with that of organization. The
>»& \.ow!o-i'.l advice but decidedly purpose of the new stand is to enable
srammar-sfhoolish. Why not stick to the Federation to cope more easily
the old fashioned Bates yell and let with the changed industrial conditions
it go at that ? Pay tribute to the de- and to enable it to continue its increasterring plavers with a special yell, ing membership by means of the new
hut for God's sake forget the nursery wider basis.
rhymes They make me sick.
Bates Sympathizer
THE BLUE LINE
To Mr. Rates Sympathizer" we
LEWISTON - RUMFORD - FARMINGTON
have only this to say. We might agree
Lv LE
with his suggestions but wonder why
7^T£. 1:00 P.M.. 6*0 P.M.
[ he himself couldn't use other than
"grammar-school" methods in making LT- RVrA° MD. 12:50P.M.. 450P.M.
them?
L F
" ^MANMT012N45 P.M.. 4:45 P.M.
Cheer-leaders.
Creenwood and Buzzell.

PARTY LUNCHES AT
THORNCRAG CABIN

CLUB NEWS

(Continued from Page 1)

JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
INC.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Lewiston Monumental Works
6-10 BATES STREET
LEWISTON
TELEPHONE 4634-R

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

SMART CLGTNiNQ

LUNCHEONETTE

AND

We can show you a varied
selection of
PRIZE CUPS, FOUNTAIN
PENS, LADIES* SILK
UMBRELLAS AND LEATHER
HAND BAGS
LEATHER BILL FOLDS
BOOK ENDS, CLOCKS

Barnstone-Osgood
JEWELERS
LEWISTON, - MAINE

BRING YOUR FILMS TO
US FOR DEVELOPING
AND FINISHING
— ... 24 Hour Service

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Charlie Povey liked his pictures. You
will like yours, too—if taken at

[abb • Watson [D. DORA CLARK TASH
PHOTOGRAPHER
123 MAIN STREET

PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED

The Quality Shop

Telephone 3694

3 Minutes from Campus

College and Sabattus Streets

TELEPHONE 1817-W

TEL228

Good Ti

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

DEWITT
BEAUTY
SHOP

"3 Bates Qfratrition"
SA Y IT WITH ICE CREAM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET
B.l*. 1»04

Frederick and Bonat
PERMANENT WAVES $6 - $10
ZOTOS Machineless
Waving $10

*

LE

I

|ESSAGER
-> ~u aligning '

Job Printers
Publishers

Other Permanents Finger Waves
- -

$5-$10
50c

TELEPHONE 3644

COMPANY
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS
AUBURN^
95-WMainSt,

J. E. LaFlamme
PHOTOGRAPHER
VISIT THE NEW
STUDIO AT
135 MAIN STREET.
Lewiston
CARL HELDMAN. », A««t

225 LISBON STREET

7fy%ifc

MERRILL & WERBER

TELEPHONE 2134

The Q

Crop

^(x>u get in Luckies the finest Turkish and
Domestic tobaccos that money can buy—only
the clean center leaves—for these are the mildest leaves—they cost more—they taste better.
"It's toasted"
V Your throat protection—against irritation—against cough

■ 1

ft
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Trials Held Friday
REVEALED AT Over Freshmen
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Bates Ties N. H. 7 - 7
In Hard Fought Duel Northeastern - Colby To Run
By BOB SAUNDERS
The 1935 football schedule
caused considerable comment
around campus. With three major elevens listed as opponents,
namely. N. Y. U., Dartmouth,
and Holy Cross, Bates should be
in the national limelight more
than once if they continue to
play as they did against Harvard this year. It will also be
an opportunity for some of the
Morey-men to crash into national recognition.
Bates is being one of the most
sought after small college elevens in
the East because of the type of game
they play. Most small elevens, when
tackling a much larger opponent, have
a tendency to concede the game to
the big boys before the opening
whistle. But not so with Bates. They
are one team which concedes nothing
—and the two reasons why—they have
the right niakenip, and the right kind
of coaching.
The Boston University terriers coming to Garcelon Field
this Saturday boast of a fine
coaching staff.
Pat Hanley,
head coach, spent four years
with his older brother, Dick,
making the Haskell Indians outstanding, and then seven more
years at Northwestern, twice
winning the conference championship. Walt Holmer backfield
coach, played on an East allcollege eleven, and also has
four years of pro ball to his
credit. Edgar "Eggs" Manoke,
freshman coach, started at end
on the college all-star team
against the pro champion Chicago Bears last August.
Turning for a moment to winter
sports we see a rather bad predicament arising as the directors of the
Outing Club decided not to organize
a winter sports team this year after
the Athletic Council had dropped the
sport from the budget.
Last year 20 men received
credit in winter sports, as compared with 44 in hockev^f^-'oy"
.J5J8K5 frStGb oi'l to 2 to 3.5.
The expense ratio was approximately 1 to 2 to 5. Thus it seems
that the expense of the sport
could not be too objectionable
in relation to the number of men
receiving benefit. But the real
issue in the case is whether or
not men who pay their $15 a
year are entitled to the sport
they wish and not have it disappear from the athletic program because of a deficit caused
by some other sport.
Norm Wight reports that 19 men
have answered his call for soccer candidates. Norm played soccer at Penn
Charter, I'hila., and is a very proficient
hooter. Ashmun Salley, who learned
the game in South America where

PASS IN FINAL~QUARTER STOPS
GARNET AS FIRST-PERIOD TOUCHDOWN SEEMS SURE WIN

In First Meet On
New Course
In anticipation of the NortheasternColby meet Cross-Country time trials
were held last Friday. In view of the
fact that the trials were held over the
new course, which eliminates Pole
Hill, and that the afternoon featured
several snow squalls, the time is not
an adequate indication of the Bates
strength.
Paul Tubbs finished the four-mile
course in 22 minutes. 22 seconds, with
Ted Hammond of Auburn, 50 yards
behind him. Damon Stetson placed
third with Bob Saunders fourth.
Danielson, Capt. Drake, Winston.
Small, Duncan, and Spear followed in
that order.
Because .of its unknown strength
Bates enters the Northeastern-Colby
triangular meet next Saturday morning as the dark horse. Northeastern
has two outstanding stars in Stimpson
and Johnson and has a fairly wellbalanced team. Colby also has two outstanding runners in Cliff Veysey and
Herb De Verber, but seems to lack
team strength.
The race will start in the rear of
the Alumni Gym at
and
will be run over the new course. Representing Bates will be Capt. Carl
Drake, Paul Tubbs. Damon Stetson,
Bob Saunders, Art Danielson, and Ed.
Winston.

Joslin made another raid into the
Bates territory—throwing a thirty
yard pass—which Bates plugged in
the nick of time.
In the third period Bates thrust
through intermittently. A dangerous
A beautifully executed 35 yard pass moment came, however, when a New
from Henry Demers to Charles Kara- Hampshire offense brought the ball
zia, "climaxed by a thrilling garrison under the guidance of Pederzani down
touchdown gained for the University to Bates 17 yard line. But again the
of New Hampshire a 7-7 deadlock and hard fighting Mendall brought deservsnatched what would have been a hard ing recognition from the fans as he
fought victory from the powerful broke through to scoop up a fumbled
Bates eleven, last Saturday at Dur- New Hampshire lateral pass on Bates
ham. Clicking with Morey-like pre- 40 yard line, killing the hostile drive
cision, Bates proved herself superior for the time being.
during the first half. The highlight
With the ball at about this point
came that period when Wes Stoddard, Fred Moody, end, found a weak spot
who played a strong tackle game all in the erstwhile unpregnable Bates
afternoon, smashed through the blue line, and smashed through to block a
line and blocked a forced kick by punt by McClusky. Moriarty recovPederzani, falling on the pigskin over ered the ball for the Durham team.
the goal line. McClusky bowled the At the next play, the stands saw
Wildcats over and rushed through Henry Demers drop back quickly—
center to secure the extra point.
poised—his arm cocked, measure the
The opening quarter found Bates players, and then shoot a bullet-like
receiving the ball and taking com- pass down the field and squarely into
mand of the ball on the Durham boys' the awaiting arms of the racing
48 yard stripe where a short, poorly- Charlie Karazia, who was able to
placed punt had been received, shake off two Bates tacklers and rush
McClusky and Marcus brilliantly over the goal line. The next moment
evaded the fighting New Hampshire was indeed a tense moment for all;
boys to bring the ball down to the but Demers calmly booted a perfect
17 yard stripe. It was there that the point to tie the game.
Yds. lost rushing
11
61
Bates boys fumbled a slippery ball
1
6
Notable in the strong. Bates line Passes attempted
and the Hampshire guard, Manning, was
1 •
2
work of Sam Fuller at guard, Incomplete
recovered. But as if in*ensed. on the who the
0
94
performed with an Indomitable Yards gained
very next play the entire team rose
Intercepted
0
1
as one, broke through the New Hamp- spirit and a clear head, while Bill No. penalties
.
6
0
shire line, and Wes Stoddard, left Stone, Lindholm, and Stoddard stop- Yds. penalized
50
0
everything that came their way.
tackle, rushed in to block a Pederzani ped
12
9
also was the work of Mike Number punts
punt and recover the ball over the Exceptional
440
268
Drobosky. who filled in at the posi- Punt yardage
goal line. With disregard for any tion
36.6
29.7
so ably occupied by Lindholm. Average
deception the team then opened up
Punts runback yds.
20
6
a hole for McClusky, who made the Indeed, the tying up of the game by Kickoff, yds.
-.
48
20
the Wildcats must be attributed not
extra point.
Fumbles
3
1
to the letting down or the weakening
The second period of the game was of the Bates team, but rather to the
marked by fumbles. The rain contin- onslaught of a rejuvinated New
ued to make things miserable and in Hampshire eleven.
DROP IN
spite of the fact that the switching
B
NH
of goals was supposed to have put
AFTER THE ShtfW
Bates under a bad handicap, Clark Score
7
7
- ■ •
:proved himself the victor in the punt- First Downs
o°
OR
ing duel he was waging with Peder- Yds. gaina'rushing .. .. 156
134
zani. Masterful kicking kept Bates
far enough from its own,jrn»' $? preWHEN DOWNTOWN
vent the. Wildcats JxSia' getting too
FOR A
uangerous.
We carry a large assortment
Bates seemed to settle down to
of—
steady, defensive football. With the
advent of Charlie Joslin, however, one
Men's Gladstone Bags
of the pluckiest and most spirited
Ladies' Fitted and
quarterbacks New Hampshire has
Unfitted Cases
ever had, the Bates defense did
weaken perceptibly. Joslin admirably
Men's
Billfolds and
conducted the New Hampshire camBeverages of All Kinds On Sale
Small Leather Goods
paign and instilled the first real signs
of remonstrance in the Durham club.
He ran back a Bates punt 29 yards,
called for a quick kick, and when the
Bates quarter fumbled, he again car15 SABATTUS ST.
LEWISTON
123 MAIN STREET
LEWISTON
ried the ball back to the Garnet's 15
yard line. With renewed vigor, however, Bates stiffened to take the ball
on downs. Near the close of the half
FALL CLOTHES FOR THE DISCRIMINATING CO-ED
soccer is the national pastime, is a
Styles Direct from New York
Special Discount to Bates Students
brilliant player. Just what Norm inCHARGE
ACCOUNT
SERVICE
tends to do with the squad remains a
question.
LEWISTON
109-111 LISBON ST.

STODDARD BLOCKS
PUNT FOR SCORE

Refreshing
Light Lunch

Fogg's Leather Store

COLLEGE CAFE

CORTELL'S

HARRIERSJINn-IAJE.NEW

SCRIMMAGE

X-COUNTRY^ COURSE

Coach Spinks Reports
Outstanding Material
Taking advantage of the varsity*s
absence the frosh football squad engaged in their first real offensive
scrimmage Friday afternoon. While
thesquad had engaged in con act
work before, this was the first time
Ms year that the backs had a chance
to carry the ball and the line had a
chance to make the holes that makes
the close observer of football sit up
and take notice.
Although the work was rather
ragged, yet it was typical of first workouts. It proved quite satisfactory to
Coach "Buck" Spinks who stated that
with the possible exception of the
class of '35, this present squad looks
better than any other frosh team that
he has handled.
In this scrimmage several men
caught Coach Spinks' eye as probable
outstanding men. Berkely. a rugged
halfback from Bridgton Academy carries the ball well and blocks even
better. Hutchinson, from Gov. Dummer Academy, is another halfback
who has all the earmarks of a natural.
He is a "triple threat" being adept at
passing, punting, and running.
In the line Cook of Worcester Academy looks good. Cook is over 6 feet
tall and tips the scales at 150 pounds.
He has the ideal build for his position,

The Bridgton cross-country team outscored the Bates freshmen in the tot
race of the season last Wednesday
afternoon by a 24—3S score.
Pritchard, Bridgton ace lednf,r°m "d
start, romping home 10 ««**?"£
42 seconds after sttrter-coach Thomp
son-s gun had sent the 32 harriers
aown the straight-away of Garcelon
field, around the cinder track, ana
then over the new freshman course—a
total distance of about 2 miles. P"tchard's lead was cut down considerably
over the last quarter of the course by
Bddie Howard, former Bridgton quarter miler, now a member of the yearlthat of end. Provided he continues in
his work he should make things rather
tough for any opposing team.
Richards of Edward Little and
Hebron Academy adds local color to
the squad. Richards is the heaviest
an on the squad, weigh ng over 250.
Right now he is learning to play
tackle, a position that is new to him
since he used to play center However, he shows promise and should go
places. Aldrich of Belmont is another
tackle who seems to be able to handle
himself. Aldrich is rather heavy and
with his cleverness makes a formidable man. Seferis of Stanford high
school is an aggressive, hard hitting
guard who is constantly in the opponents' backfield and is a valuable man
on any squad.

DIRECT FROM FACTORY TO YOU!
NEW FALL STYLES--Sizes
And Models To Fit Everyone

46 Ash Street

Lewiston

>

Our 4th Big Season
Is Underway

!

NEW SUITS $4 050

18

*C

Brine your co-ed to o\x %9ec.nL
Sunday-nite suppers

RICHARD CLOTHES

39 LISBON STREET

Y2 PRICE
Maine Athletic Supply Co.

Victor News
Company

18
|

Suede Leather Jackets
Sweat Shirts, Etc.
SPORTING GOODS AT

Complete Outfitters

$-1050
!

™

Annual Fall
Sale

COR. MAIN AND LISBON STS.
FRANK MANNING. '36. Agent

Overcoats

Smart models tor men ind
young men in ill the winted
colors ind materials tor
till aid winter.

ings, who came in second beins d,^.
followed by Tom Hanley of liridgJ!
who crossed the line a second lat»r
Courtney Burnap '38. or Sl„.!burn„
Falls. Mass., finished behind Hank,
far ahead of Waino Saiminen L
Bridgton, Bill Fisher of "38, and ]1
Webber, Otis Jilison and Ralph Aaskn»
of the Academy who. with Gideon
LaMontagne and Norm Danl s of «
completed the scoring.
John Skelton, plucky freshman
headed for eighth place, collapsed
about 100 yards from the finish, whiu
LaMontagne, expected to finish high
up, was slowed down by an attack of
cramps.
In discussing the meet, Coach
Thompson remarked that he was "sat
isfied".

IDAW Mre Mr

That_»t<?J'ali comparison. All
styles, all shades, all sizes.

"ASK THE MAN WHO
WEARS ONE"

Student Council has accepted
responsibility for the maiiiteiiann> *J
the long-time tradition at Bates
Cot
lege that there shall be no
on the campus except on definite??
designated "smoke walks"
i" whi
i
the sidewalks from John Bertram
Bei
nir*
along Campus Avenue and
and "on" bKJS
sides of College Street and
ind Mount
1
* -- .„n£»
Qmrtlfino' is
IQ QICH „ii_
Avenue.
Smoking
alsou allow™
a
*
the"porch""of
Parker "Hall"
a"*' fr^
the porcn oi ramer
Mall and
thence to the street end of the Wt
in front of Libbey Forum. Smokii,"
is permitted on Garcelon Field „„?
during regular scheduled contests

226 Maia Street Strand Taeitr. Biildiu
Telephone 3732

TOPCOATS. M

Tio'll ke astounded it Ihi
values, it the tremendous
assortment. It the line faorics lid toe beauty if "Richard" Onrciits.
ill oni
price
Til know exactly
whit you will pay when you
inter our store

Council Acts On
Smoking Rules

The Fireside Tea Room
Telephone 4022

LEWISTON

17 Davis Street

Lewiston

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

BILL
THE BARBER
FOR

AUBURN

INC.

EDS AND CO-EDS
CHASE HALL

193 MIDDLE STREET

FROM time to time we tell you facts
about Chesterfield Cigarettes.
We say that Chesterfields are different
from other cigarettes—that the tobaccos
are different, the paper is different, and
the way they are made is different.
Everything that modern Science knows

SHIRT WORK A
SPECIALTY

COME TO

TURGEON'S
0

air enou

Judkins Laundry

AGENT

" MILTON LINDHOLM, '35

FOR YOUR

Jewelry and Watch
Repairs
The only personally conducted jewelry
business for forty years under the same
management and ownership in the rity.

Geo. V. Turgeon & Co.
80 Lisbon Street

A. G. SPALDING
Football
Basketball
Track
Supplies

Lewiston

SIGN

"BIG CHIME CLOCK"

CITIES
SERVICE

GUNS
.
RIFLES
WINCHESTER
AMMUNITION
Equipment For AH Hunters

G. R. Hunnewell Fur Co.
57 Court Street

OIL & GAS
FRED C. McKENNEY
Corner College and Sabattus Sts.
WASHING and GREASING

LEWISTON SHOE
HOSPITAL
7 SABATTUS STREET
We Specialize in
REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES
-

Agott, JAMES EVES. 35

DOWNING'S
• CANDY STORE
We Make Our Own Ice Cream
63 COURT STREET
AUBURN

Auburn

Telephone 2396

FOR BETTER

.

about or that money can buy is used in
making Chesterfield a milder, better-tasting cigarette—a cigarette that Satisfies.
You can prove what we
tell you about Chesterfield.
May we ask you to try them
—that would seem to be fair enough.

CALL

4040
FOR REAL COURTEOUS
TAXI SERVICE
LEWISTON, - MAINE

The College Store

rtthiAy***&

IS FOR

Bates Students
A COMPLETE LINE OF
CLASS *OOM SUPPLIES ON
SALE FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE
DROP IN BETWEEN
CLASSES

the cigarette that's MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
© 1934, LIGGETT & MYERS Ton*cco Co.

MONDAY
WEDNESDAY
SATURDAY
ROSA
NINO
CRETE
PONSELLE
MARTINI
STUECKCOLD
KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS
9 P. M. (E. S. T.) —COLUMBIA NETWORK

